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a b s t r a c t

Thermomechanical simulation is challenging for the optimization and virtual monitoring of high tem-
perature shape processes, such as SuperPlastic Forming (SPF) of Titanium alloys alike Ti-6Al-4V (TA6V). Part 
of this challenge is the accurate and process-representative knowledge of emissivity, which controls ra-
diative heat transfer during the process. In this paper, the characterization of TA6V emissivity, with regards 
to its oxidation stage, is performed within the [600–1000 °C] thermal range. The main contribution of this 
work is the use of an in-house characterization bench, enabling the fast radiative heating of samples, and 
the control of oxide layers thicknesses ranging from 250 nm to 120 µm. An oxidation law is established 
thanks to post-mortem mass gain and oxide thicknesses measurement, and the various oxide phases are 
identified. Oxide thicknesses versus heating time were then calculated and implemented in the emissivity 
analysis. Two patterns are observed for oxide thickness versus temperature: below 900 °C, emissivity values 
are quasi-continuously increasing with oxide thickness, exhibiting an oxide layer mainly composed by TiO2, 
above 900 °C, emissivity values are also continuously increasing but with a different trend, due to the 
formation of alumina, confirmed by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) measurements. Finally, the dependence of 
emissivity to temperature and oxide thickness emphasized in this paper constitutes a non-trivial mandatory 
input to increase the radiative heat transfer simulations codes accuracy. 

1. Introduction

Among titanium alloys, Ti-6Al-4V alloy (also called TA6V) is one 
of the most widespread. Thanks to its low density (4.42 at 20 °C [1]), 
good corrosion resistance and excellent mechanical properties at 
elevated temperatures associated with a good formability, TA6V 
alloy is highly used in the aerospace industry [2]. Accordingly, it is 
used on helicopter blades [3], rotors [4] and turbojet manufacturing  
[5]. Numerous processes like forging [6], casting [7], hot [8] or su-
perplastic forming [9] can be used to shape TA6V sheets. Moreover, 
this alloy is compatible with laser welding [10] although TA6V ma-
chining is widely acknowledged to be a difficult task [11]. TA6V alloy 
is usually shaped at high temperatures due to its high ductility. In 
order to obtain a high-quality part and to optimize forming pro-
cesses, heat transfer computation is often used. The main reason for 
this interest is the impossibility to perform experimental exhaustive 
studies, due to the huge energy consumption of the process [12]. 
Moreover, the temperature of TA6V sheets must not overpass the so- 
called β-transus temperature (around 900 °C) where a metallurgical 

phase transformation occurs and degrades permanently the me-
chanical properties of the final part. Accurate simulation is then a 
priority to ensure that the temperature of the TA6V sheet remains 
within an “acceptable” range. To do so, thermal boundary conditions 
and material properties should be known with a high precision. 
Emissivity is one of the required properties in hot forming processes 
because it governs radiation heat exchanges, especially when ra-
diative alternatives processes are set up instead of conventional 
resistive ovens (see [13] for IR superplastic forming). The absorption 
and emission are then the core of the heat exchange. These optical 
properties are then required in order to assess the radiation heat 
transfer between surfaces [14]. Alternatively, spectral or integrated 
emissivity can also be needed for infrared temperature measure-
ments (either with infrared cameras or pyrometers) operating 
within a specific spectral range. However, the measurement of 
emissivity remains a complex experimental task mainly because of 
the numerous influencing parameters: temperature, wavelength, 
surface roughness, oxidation and angle. As a consequence, emissivity 
can be described in several sub-categories: spectral/integrated/total 
emissivity when integrated over wavelength and directional/conical/ 
hemispherical emissivity when integrated over space, with the 
combination of each dependence [15]. Spectral directional emissivity 
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is used for thermal measurements while total hemispherical emis-
sivity is needed for heat transfer computation. This work focuses on 
one dynamic phenomena occurring during hot forming processes 
which has a great impact on emissivity value: namely oxidation. 
Indeed, the modification of the refractive index by a the generated 
oxide layer formed at the surface can multiply by 3 or 4 the initial 
emissivity of a metallic material [16]. Oxidation can also be re-
sponsible for interference phenomenon [17]. Therefore, performing 
coherent temperature measurements and accurate heat transfer 
computation inevitably require experimental evaluation of one of 
the given definition of emissivity. 

TA6V alloy has a biphasic microstructure with 2 allotropic phases 
denoted respectively α-phase and β-phase [18]. Oxide layer in TA6V 
is a complex combination of numerous chemical species [19] like 
TiO2, Al2O3, TiVO4, VO2 depending on thermal kinetics and tem-
perature level… Nevertheless, in ranges comprised between 600 and 
1000 °C, this layer is mainly made up of rutile (TiO2) and alumina 
(Al2O3) [20,21]. Alumina growth and proportion is directly linked 
with the rise of temperature and heating time [22]. At high tem-
peratures and long oxidation times, TA6V oxide is a multi-layered 
structure formed by both rutile and alumina layers [20,23]. 

Spectral or total emissivity measurements under air atmosphere 
at high temperatures are scarce in the literature. Moreover, sig-
nificant differences are seen on emissivity values depending on the 
source in literature which can be explained by differences between 
chemical composition, material surface roughness, experimental 
conditions… It is worth noting that significant differences are also 
seen for other properties like specific heat [24,25] or thermal dif-
fusivity [26]. 

González-Fernández et al. [27] investigated normal spectral 
emissivity under vacuum environment and for a thermal range be-
tween 273 and 877 °C. Impact of material thermal history (tem-
perature cyclings) on emissivity value was emphasized. Li et al. [28] 
investigated oxidation effect on directional spectral emissivity in 
Near InfraRed (NIR) range between 1.5 and 2.2 µm and a thermal 
range between 550 and 700 °C. A linear growth of emissivity versus 
heating time was shown at low temperatures (T  <  600 °C). Strong 
oscillations in emissivity versus heating time were shown for higher 
temperatures (T  >  650 °C). Those oscillations are explained by an 
interference effect within the oxide layer. Oscillations, especially 
visible in the first 20 min, were also reported by Zhu [29] for a 
thermal range between 527 and 827 °C and a wavelength of 1.5 µm. 
Transus β effect on emissivity was also investigated by some works. 
Pagan [30] noted a significant drop of normal spectral emissivity at 
960 nm beyond transus for a non-oxidized sample. However, several 
works [30–32] have shown that transus effect is reduced in the case 
of an oxidized sample. A significant drop of normal total emissivity 
at high temperature (T  >  1000 °C) is shown in Massuti-Ballester and 
Pagan [33] works. This fact was explained once again by transus 
effect. Barka [34] have shown the difficulty to have a good re-
producibility on emissivity values at high temperatures due to oxide 
layer peeling. Even though those works are about the same material, 
emissivity values measured are quite different depending on the 
source (ranging from 0.5 to 0.71 in between the two aforementioned 
studies). This data dispersion is explained by different chemical 
compositions, roughness or heating method. The knowledge of the 
only dependence of emissivity to temperature seems insufficient 
especially under air atmosphere. Indeed, heating time has a strong 
effect on the oxide layer and considerably impacts the emissivity 
value. Associating emissivity to oxide layer which is a combination 
of both heating time and temperature effects seems a better solution 
to select an emissivity value. 

The major contribution of this article is the use of an innovative 
characterization bench, based on a radiative image furnace, which 
reaches fast heating rates (15 °C/s) and controlled thermal cycles up 
to 1200 °C. On TA6V samples, oxide layers ranging from 250 nm to 

120 µm are obtained in relation with temperature and oxidation 
time. The final calculation of integrated emissivity helps to under-
stand the link between oxide layer thickness and radiative heat ex-
change in hot metal forming properties. 

In the first part of this paper, experimental set-up which consists 
of a specific device developed in previous works [35,36] is presented. 
The second part details the oxidation kinetics of the selected TA6V 
sample. Directional spectral emissivity and directional integrated 
emissivity are then measured in the third part, for several tem-
perature levels and oxidation times. Finally, emissivity values are 
summarized and their dependence to oxide layer thickness are in-
vestigated. 

2. Experimental set-up

2.1. Sample characteristics 

Samples used in this study are disk-shaped with a diameter of 
10 mm and a thickness of 1.5 mm. Samples were cut by waterjet 
from a rolled TA6V sheet. The chemical composition of the speci-
mens is presented in Table 1. 

Surface roughness measurements were performed with a 
Altimet/STIL® confocal microscope (Altisurf A520) and are presented 
in Table 2. The value of Sa and Sq are presented along with the 
classical roughness Ra and Rq since they provide valuable informa-
tion on the surface flatness (absent from the Ra and Rq calculations). 
The equipment accuracy is inferior to 1%. 

2.2. Emissivity measurement method and device 

The device used in this paper (Fig. 1) was detailed in a previous 
paper [35]. It consists of an elliptical furnace with an IR lamp located 
on the first focal point while the sample is put on the second focal 
point. This particularity allows interesting thermal performances 
with temperatures superior to 1000 °C on the sample and a heating 
rate around 15 °C/s. Moreover, this set-up allows versatility on both 
heating rate and atmospheric conditions. Measurements are based 
on direct method for both spectral directional and integrated di-
rectional emissivity and a thermal range of 600–1000 °C. As a re-
minder, direct method [37] is a comparison method that enable the 
assessment of the emissivity by measuring both sample and black-
body emission at the same temperature and then applying the de-
finition of emissivity [14]. 

NIR measurements in BI = [1.3–2.5] µm are performed through a 
NEOSPECTRA® IRTF spectrometer equipped with an optical fiber. The 
area seen by the optical fiber aperture put at 2.5 mm higher than the 
sample is a 6 mm diameter circle. In the case of Middle InfraRed 
(MIR) (BII= [2.5–5] µm and BIII= [7.5–13] µm) measurements, IR 
cameras (resp. FLIR® SC7000 and FLIR® SC325) equipped with in-
terference filters are used. Focal lengths of the lenses used are resp. 
50 mm and 30 mm, Regions Of Interest (ROIs) are chosen to fit with 

Table 1 
TA6V sample chemical composition.           

Element Al V C Fe O N Y Ti  

Part (%)  6.47  3.94  0.015  0.18  0.16  0.001   <  0.001 Balance 

Table 2 
Waviness and roughness values.      

Waviness and roughness Roughness 

Sa (µm) Sq (µm) Ra (µm) 
filter 0.8 mm 

Rq (µm) filter 0.8 mm   

0.485  0.641  0.5422  0.6922 



BI surface detection (6 mm diameter circle - around 50 pixels). 
Sensors characteristics are detailed in Table 3. 

The first step for integrated emissivity computation is the con-
catenation and interpolation of each spectral band. Directional 
spectral emissivity ( T( ))r is first calculated for each band through 
the ratio of emitted signals measured in the sample and the black-
body at the same temperature. Note that an important void exists 
between MIR BII and MIR BIII (almost 5 µm), as seen in Fig. 2. 
However, this spectral band is not contributing much on the emis-
sion spectrum in the thermal range of this study. Firstly, at 1000 °C, 
the maximum emission wavelength is located at 2.26 µm and at 
3.32 µm for 600 °C. Secondly, the emissivity for metals is always 
spectrally decreasing, emphasizing once more the contribution of 
short wavelengths. Finally, the presence of a strong absorption band 

of water (5–8 µm) in air makes the radiative measurement difficult 
in this spectral domain. High experimental errors are then expected. 

An interpolation approach is then selected, using the Akima 
spline interpolant [38], showing lesser interpolation errors in com-
parison to linear or classical spline was chosen [36]. The calculation 
is then performed following next equation: 

=T
T L T d

L T d
( )

( )* ( , )*

( , )*
r

r 0

0

1

2

1

2
(1)  

With T( )r the directional integrated emissivity, T( )r the di-
rectional spectral emissivity, the wavelength in µm, T the tem-
perature measurement, L T( , )0 the spectral intensity emitted by the 
blackbody. 

One of the drawbacks of the geometrical configuration imposed 
by the use of an image furnace and a ceramic sample holder is the 
presence of spurious signals. Indeed, the sample holder is also he-
ated on its lower part and induces parasite radiation emitted either 
directly to the detectors, or reflected by the sample. The bias in-
troduced by such unintended radiation implies to set up a correction 
method to retrieve coherent values [37]. Spurious signals were de-
termined for NIR measurements by using a reference material 
(namely polished platinum). Polished platinum was chosen in view 
of its constant spectral emissivity versus the temperature [39,40]. In 
the MIR range, the use of IR cameras allows the insertion of a pipe to 
obstruct spurious signals [35]. The complete method allowing 
spurious signals removal in emissivity calculation is detailed 
in [35,36]. 

2.3. Experimental procedures 

The temperature range was chosen to overlap several hot 
forming applications like forging, hot stamping, SPF forming… 
Heating time of one hour was chosen which allows applying those 
measurements for rapid processes like forging or slower processes 
like IR SPF forming. However, some works in literature [28,29] have 
shown that TA6V emissivity between 600 and 827 °C grows steadily 
until 200 min of heating but much slowly beyond. Therefore, a whole 

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up; a. cross section view; b. Photograph.  

Table 3 
Sensors characteristics.        

Range NIR BI MIR BII MIR BIII 
Device Spectrometer IR Camera IR Camera 
Wavelength (µm) [1.3; 2.5] 3.027 4 5.071 10 

Fig. 2. TA6V directional spectral emissivity at 900 °C.  



heating time of five hours at 1000 °C was added in order to highlight 
its effect on emissivity value. 

All the samples used in this study are cut from the same sheet. 
For each temperature and time increment, 10 signal measurements 
were performed. The choice of sensors (Table 4) does not allow si-
multaneous measurements within the three spectral bands defined 
in Table 3. Given the measurement device configuration, signals 
emitted by the sample were measured separately for each sensor at a 
given temperature. Therefore, a new sample was used for each 
range. Blackbody signals used for emissivity calculation were mea-
sured for each sensor through a blackbody LAND® R1500T with an 
emissivity of 0.99. The experimental procedure is summarized 
in Fig. 3. 

3. Oxidation of TA6V alloy 

This section investigates the oxidation kinetics of TA6V in order 
to anticipate the emissivity variations encountered in the final sec-
tion. Thanks to mass gain and oxide layer thicknesses measure-
ments, an oxidation law is parametrized and enables the 
computation of oxide thickness for every time and temperature. 
Moreover, XRD characterization is performed on post mortem 
samples to state about the chemical structure of the top surface. 

3.1. Samples appearance after heating 

In order to emphasize the strong variation of the oxide layer 
thickness with temperature, post mortem samples surface photo-
graphs (Fig. 4) were taken. 

As shown in Fig. 4, the surface appearance changes significantly 
following the temperature and/or the heating time. The oxide layer 
at 600 °C is iridescent, suggesting that visible wavelengths interfere 
in the oxide layer, and the different colors reveal a thickness gradient 
on the surface. The oxide seems thicker on the right hand side of the 
sample which corresponds to the localization of the heating beam 
(slightly shifted to the right part of the sample). Note that the color is 
governed by constructive interferences, which appear when the 

thickness is equal to half wavelength multiplied by a positive in-
teger: 

= = …n e k*
2

with k 1, 2, ,N (2)  

If limiting the k factor to 2, one can infer that the oxide layer 
thickness is here in the same order of magnitude than the visible 
wavelength, i.e. <  800 nm. The other condition of interference ap-
pearance is that the oxide layer must be semitransparent, which is 
the case for both Al203 and TiO2. 

At 700 and 800 °C, the surface color is being homogeneously 
brown and becomes darker as the temperature increases. Surface 
color at 900 °C is also brown, a part of the oxide layer has peeled off 
and the sublayer can then be seen below. The aspect at 1000 °C, 1 h is 
different and tends to a dark grey, but after 5 h of oxidation, color 
changes to a light gray, with an oxide layer that can be easily re-
moved. The change from brown to dark and light grey supposes that 
the oxidation chemical structure might have changed. 

To sum up, the visible features of the oxide layer greatly vary 
with both temperature and heating time. Accordingly, it is reason-
able to assume that the sample surface optical behavior and induced 
emissivity may vary alike in other wave ranges. Hence, linking 
emissivity to oxidation kinetics through layer thickness and con-
stitution rather than time and temperature might prove more in-
teresting. 

3.2. Background on kinetic oxidation laws 

The aim of this oxidation study is to evaluate an oxide thickness 
for each temperature and time. The fundamental law linking oxide 
thickness with heating time is given by the so-called parabolic law, 
often encountered to describe TA6V oxidation [41]: 

=m
A

k T t( )*p

2

(3)  

With kp the parabolic rate constant in kg2 m−4 s−1; m the mass 
gain in kg; A the area in m2; t the oxidation time in s. Note that this 
law fits correctly the oxide layer growth of a single oxide, but is 
limited for complex oxidation kinetics as multiple oxide layers 
growth with possible oxygen diffusion mitigation. 

The computation of the oxide thickness is possible if: 1) kp is 
known for each temperature; 2) The mass density of the oxide is 
known (in order to convert mass gain to oxide thickness). Those 
parameters are deduced from post mortem (t = 1 h) measurements 
of: 1) mass gain by precision balance; 2) Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM) cross section observations to measure oxide 
thickness. Density is then inferred by dividing the mass gain with 
the volume occupied by the oxide layer. To do so, a hypothesis of 
uniform oxide thickness has been adopted (commonly used in 

Table 4 
Experimental conditions for emissivity measurements.         

T (°C) 600 700 800 900 1000 1000  

Cycle time (min) 60 300 
Time interval Δt (min) 6 30 
Atmosphere Air 

Fig. 3. Experimental procedure for emissivity measurement at 600 °C.  

Fig. 4. TA6V samples (10 mm diameter) after heating.  



oxidation kinetics studies), coupled with a second hypothesis stating 
that the entire mass gain is comprised in the oxide thickness (no 
volume mass gain). This latter hypothesis supposes that the weight 
gain due to phenomena like oxygen dissolution in the TA6V sub-
strate (α-case formation) is negligible compared to oxide layer for-
mation. Finally, using the Arrhenius law and performing a linear 
regression on the logarithm of the parabolic rate, it is possible to 
identify the parabolic rate constant at 0 K kp0 and the activation 
energy E. 

=k k exp
E

RT
p p0

(4)  

With kp0 the parabolic rate constant limit at 0 K in kg2.m−4.s−1; E
the activation energy in J.mol−1; R the gas constant= 8.314 J.mol−1. 
K−1; T the temperature in K. 

The identification of the oxidation law (E, and kp) enables the 
computation of the instantaneous oxide layer thickness for each 
heating time and temperature. 

3.3. Instantaneous oxide layer thickness results 

TA6V samples were weighted before and after heating with a 
SARTORIUS® micro weighting balance (model MC5) with a max-
imum deviation of 10 µg. Mass gain deduced for each temperature 
after one hour heating are presented in Fig. 5. Mass gain is found to 
increase exponentially with temperature, which is in accordance 
with the Arrhenius law [42]. The comparison with values from Dong  
[23] shows a similar trend for the mass gain versus temperature. The 
gap between those curves can be explained by a different heating 
method (air muffle furnace in Dong’s work) and differences in che-
mical compositions. 

In the same way, oxide thickness after heating is measured on a 
cross section cut with a FEI NOVANANOSEM scanning electron mi-
croscope. The observation is realized using a secondary electron 
detector, with an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. With this config-
uration and at x500 magnification, the resolution of the device is 
estimated at 2 nm maximum. Measured thicknesses after one hour 
of heating are presented in Fig. 6b. Oxide thickness and mass gain 
curves follow a similar trend with regard to temperature. A sharp 
rise is shown for temperatures higher than 800 °C. 

Oxide thickness and mass gain values after heating are presented 
in Table 5. 

Oxide thickness and mass gain show a high dependency to 
heating time. Indeed, the oxide thickness value at 1000 °C, 5 h is 2.4 
higher than the one found for 1 h. The value at 600 °C is consistent 
with the appearance of visible interference noticed on optical mi-
croscopy photographs (Fig. 4), with a thickness of 780 nm, 

corresponding to a deep red color. Knowing the thickness and the 
mass gain, it is possible to determine the parabolic rate constant kp 
for each temperature. 

kp constants calculated from Eq. (2) are presented in Table 6. 
The two kp values obtained for the conditions (1000 °C, 1 h) and 

(1000 °C, 5 h) are different, contrary to what Arrhenius law suggests 
(see Eq. 3). This drift can be explained by the modification of the 
oxidation kinetics for long times, which moves away from a para-
bolic rate to a linear trend, as noticed in [43]. E and kp0 parameters 
can be identified by rewriting Arrhenius law (Eq. (2)) in a loga-
rithmic form, and performing a linear regression of log(kp) versus 1/ 
T. The value of the coefficient of correlation is equal to 0.998, testi-
fying of the physical consistency of the measurement. The values of 
the coefficients are displayed in Arrhenius law: 

=k exp
R T

9 62 10
232792

. * *
*p

4

(5)  

This activation energy is consistent with values determined by 
Guleryuz et al. [44] (between 191 and 276 kJ mol−1) in their works on 
TA6V oxidation and those determined by Dong [23] (between 199 
and 281 kJ mol−1). The resulting deviations can be explained by 
slightly different thermal cycles (environmental conditions) and/or 
initial TA6V composition. 

The re-arrangement of Eq. (2) with the introduction of density 
enables the computation of oxide thickness, for each time and 
temperature: 

=e t T
k t

T
( , )

*

*( )
p

(6) 

Where * is the apparent density of oxide layer calculated from the 
measurement of both mass gain and oxide thickness after heating. 
Note that this density is apparent because porosities and multiple 
layers are not considered, as the main objective is to predict oxida-
tion kinetics and oxide thickness. In no way these results are to be 
compared with dense oxide properties. This parameter may differ 
from real density because of the approximation of a unique homo-
geneous oxidation layer, whereas TA6V tends to form stack-up 
structures composed of Ti02, TiVO4 and Al2O3. Thicknesses calcu-
lated from this law (Eq. (6)) are displayed for each temperature, for 
each measurement time, in Fig. 7. 

The influence of the heating time on oxide thickness increases as 
temperature rises, but not in a monotonous manner. Indeed, it in-
creases more between 800 and 900 °C than between 900 and 
1000 °C. This phenomenon can be linked with an oxide layer thick 
enough to mitigate oxygen diffusion toward the substrate, which 
slows down the oxidation phenomena. Also, the alignment of curves 
for 1000 °C, 1 h and 1000 °C, 5 h is remarkable and proves the ac-
curacy of the thermal cycles involved and the repeatability of the 
conditions between two tests on two different samples. 

To summarize, a wide range of oxide layer from 250 nm to 
120 µm can be investigated and analyzed in parallel with emissivity 
values. Note that the temperatures 700 and 800 °C look favorable to 
interference formation in our spectral bands (referring to Eq. (1)), 
accordingly precautions must be taken in the analysis at such tem-
peratures. In conclusion, the oxide thickness is determined for each 
temperature and time step and will be linked with corresponding 
emissivities in part 4. 

3.4. XRD measurements 

To figure out which chemical oxide is present at the top surface 
of the sample, an XRD analysis is performed at grazing angle to re-
duce substrate influence of the diffractogram. The equipment under 
use is a Philips X′PERT diffractometer. Fig. 8 presents XRD patterns of 
oxidized samples after heating. Fig. 5. Mass gain versus temperature after one hour of heating.  



The presence of TiO2, alumina and TiVO4 oxide is observed, 
which is in accordance with several published works [19,21,22]. 
TiVO4 peaks were not displayed for a better reading as TiO2 and 
TiVO4 peaks are merged due to an identical stoichiometry. Rutile 
presence is noted for all heating temperatures. A sharp increase of 
peak intensities is observed as the temperature rises. Alumina pre-
sence is noted starting from 900 °C. Peak intensities increase with 
temperature in the same way than TiO2. Moreover, heating time also 
causes a rise of peak intensities as seen for measurements done at 
1000 °C-5 h. These observations are consistent with literature given 
that alumina presence and proportion is strongly impacted by 
heating time and temperature. Indeed, the presence of alumina in 
the oxide layer below 900 °C would require significant heating time 
(higher than those chosen in the present paper). To sum up: below 
900 °C, the oxide layer is mainly composed of rutile TiO2, whereas 
above this temperature, alumina Al2O3 gets more are more sig-
nificant at the top surface. 

4. Emissivity measurements

4.1. Spectral emissivity measurements 

4.1.1. Emissivity measurements for a heating time of one hour 
Directional spectral emissivities measured following the method 

detailed in part 2.3, and the one measured after the heat treatment, 
at room temperature, with a Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) 
spectrometer Bruker Vertex 70, are displayed in Fig. 9. 

Emissivity value increases as the temperature rises. At 600 °C, the 
spectrum displays a monotonous spectral decrease, typical of me-
tallic materials, inferring that the oxide layer is optically negligible. 
However, at 10 µm, a slight increase of spectral emissivity suggests 

that a thin oxide layer is present, as this wavelength is known as a 
high-absorption band for Rutile [45]. After one hour at 600 °C, the 
emissivity is globally increased by 60%, which again is the signature 
of the Rutile layer. The a posteriori measured emissivity is higher 
and this difference can be explained by the poor Signal to Noise 
Ratio (SNR) at this temperature and/or by the effect of temperature 
on emissivity for little oxidized metals. 

The 700 and 800 °C spectra show very different behavior, due to 
the interferences formation inside the oxide layer, according to  
Fig. 5. This is particularly visible at 3 µm, where emissivity seems to 
reach a local maximum. The value at 10 µm also increases as the 
oxide layer increases. The difference with the FTIR spectrum is still 
important, but is not surprising due to the interference favorable 
spectral domain. However, for the final time at 800 °C, which cor-
responds to the end of interferences with an oxide layer thickness 
around 6 µm, it is noticeable that the two spectra get closer. This 
phenomena also occurs for the higher temperatures. 

Fig. 6. a. SEM photography of oxide layer measurement for T = 1000 °C, t = 1 h; b. Oxide thickness versus temperature after one hour of heating.  

Table 5 
Mass gain and oxide thickness values after heating.         

T (°C) 600 700 800 900 1000 1000  

t (min)  60 300 
Mass gain (mg)  0.114  0.550  2.405  6.341  18.112 48.553 
Oxide thickness (µm)  0.78  1.24  5.88  25  50 120 

Table 6 
Parabolic rate constants calculated for TA6V alloy.         

T (°C) 600 700 800 900 1000 1000  

t (h) 1 1 1 1 1 5 
kp (kg2.m−4.s−1) 5.85 * 10−10 1.36 * 10−8 2.61 * 10−7 1.81 * 10−6 1.48 * 10−5 2.12 * 10−5 

Fig. 7. Oxide thickness versus heating time and temperature.  



The spectra at 900 and 1000 °C are also different and correspond 
to Alumina formation, with a value at 10 µm tending towards 1, 
which suggests the Christiansen point of Alumina [46]. Heating time 
effect on emissivity is less significant at high temperatures which 
can be explained by a much faster development of the oxide layer. 
This phenomena also informs that the thickness of the oxide layer 
(between 20 and 50 µm) is superior to the average free path of 
photons in the oxide layer, and that the radiation only comes from 
the top surface (i.e. the metallic substrate has no influence anymore). 
Room temperature FTIR spectrum, for those temperatures, is very 
close to the one measured by the method developed in this article. 

Ten signal measurements were done at each temperature and 
heating time. Relative uncertainty on emissivity measurements are 
calculated considering the noise of spectrum measurements for both 
sample and blackbody. Impact of spurious signals caused by the 
environment contribution on emissivity measurement was also 
taken into account. Environment contribution is mainly caused by 
signals emitted or reflected by the sample holder. A method to 
evaluate those spurious signals is detailed in a previous paper [35]. 
Relative uncertainties calculated by taking those parameters into 
account are presented for each temperature and heating time in  
Fig. 10. 

Uncertainty is maximal at 600 °C and low wavelengths because 
of a poor signal-to-noise ratio. Indeed, sample emission for a 
blackbody is contained between [1.66–16.6] µm at 600 °C and 
[1.13–11.3] µm at 1000 °C according to Wien’s law. Moreover, at 
600 °C, oxidation is weak and the emissivity of TA6V is low. For the 
other heating times and temperatures, uncertainties remain globally 
low, because of the rise of the signal value thanks to temperature 
and emissivity value enhanced by oxidation. Except for the condi-
tions where the signal to noise ratio is poor, the relative uncertainty 
on emissivity is low and reinforces the physical consistency of the 
emissivity spectra measurement. 

4.1.2. Emissivity measurements for a heating time of 5 h 
Directional spectral emissivity measured at 1000 °C for a heating 

of 5 h is displayed in Fig. 11. 
Relative uncertainty is low with a maximum of 3.5% at low wa-

velengths. Once again, emissivity tends towards 1 at 10 µm which is 
an indication of a Christiansen point of alumina. Indeed, Rozenbaum 
et al. [47] have identified this wavelength near 9.7 µm. This state-
ment can be confirmed by an emissivity measurement done (Fig. 12) 
through a spectrometer Bruker Vertex 70 for the samples used in  
Fig. 11 after heating. An integrating sphere equipped with InGaAs 

Fig. 8. XRD patterns of samples oxidized after heating.  

Fig. 9. Spectral emissivity for a heating time of one hour.  



detector for NIR range and DLaTGS detector for MIR range was used 
to perform those measurements. 

The reflectance tends toward 0 around 10 µm which confirms the 
presence of alumina’s Christiansen point. This appearance of alu-
mina’s Christiansen point at high temperature is consistent with 
several works about TA6V oxidation demonstrating that alumina 
proportion is directly linked with the temperature and heating time 
increase [21,22]. 

4.2. Integrated directional emissivity measurements 

Integrated directional emissivities are calculated from spectral 
emissivity measurements done in part 4 and by using Eq. (1). They 
are displayed in Fig. 13. 

Oscillations are noticed at 600 and 700 °C which is once again a 
signature of the semi-transparency of the thin oxide layer. These 
oscillations disappear after 20 min in the same order of magnitude 
than Li [28] and Zhu [29] works. Temperature has a strong influence 
under 800 °C but is less significant beyond, where the oxide layer 
thickness is superior to the photon average free path. Heating time is 
highly significant for the first 20/30 min. Furthermore, its influence 
decreases with temperature which is also linked to the oxide 

thickness. Note that this kind of interpolated data can constitute a 
very precious input for simulation studies, where both time-de-
pendent and thermal-dependent properties are often required. 

Finally, these measurements have to be compared to emissivity 
values extracted from the literature and also measured under air 
atmosphere (Fig. 14). 

The values measured in this paper are consistent with the lit-
erature data for temperatures higher than 700 °C. Once again, dis-
crepancy on emissivity values regarding the source is noticed. For 
instance, in Milosevic work, integrated emissivity is equal to 0.7 with 
a thermal constancy. On the contrary, in this work, it goes from 0.3 at 
600 °C to 0.55 at 1000 °C. These differences can be explained by 
different heating techniques, samples (pre-oxidized…), chemical 
compositions, and surface preparation…. 

Then, it seems relevant to link emissivity with oxide thickness 
rather than temperature or heating time. In order to do this, oxide 
thicknesses calculated and displayed in Fig. 7 are used to draw an 
emissivity vs. oxide thickness diagram (Fig. 15). 

This graph can be segmented in two domains. The first one is the 
interference one, for temperatures of 700 and 800 °C, and where 
layer thickness creates interferences in our spectral detection band. 
The other domain, located at each part of the interference domain, 

Fig. 10. Relative uncertainty versus temperature for a heating time of one hour.  

Fig. 11. Emissivity versus temperature for a heating time of 5 h (left side); relative uncertainty (right side).  



shows an increasing emissivity with temperature, in conformity 
with the decrease of spectral emissivity toward larger wavelengths. 
Indeed, the more the temperature rises, the more short wavelengths 
governs the radiation. 

At constant temperature, the integrated emissivity is mono-
tonously increasing, in conformity with kinetic oxidation laws, 

parametrized in Fig. 5. A remarkable point is the connection of the 
values obtained at 900 °C-1 h, 1000 °C-1 h and 1000 °C-5 h. Their 
trend is the same as the one obtained for 600 °C-1 h, even if the 
oxide nature is different (rutile→alumina). This promotes the re-
peatability and accuracy of the measurement, and shows great po-
tentiality for the in-situ optical control of oxide thickness. Those 
patterns are consistent with XRD measurements performed in part 
3.4. In conclusion, emissivity shows a strong dependence to both 
oxide thickness and oxide layer composition. 

5. Conclusion

The purpose of this work was to link optical properties of an 
emblematic alloy of aeronautics industry TA6V to its oxide layer 
thickness and nature. To do so, an emissivity measurement device 
developed in previous works was used. 6 thermal cycles were 
chosen: from 600° to 1000°C with a step of 100 °C, and another 
longer thermal cycle at 1000 °C with a heating time of 5 h. 

First of all, post mortem analysis is performed on the sample. The 
oxidation law, based on a parabolic trend and Arrhenius law, is 
parametrized thanks to the measurement of mass gain and oxidation 
thickness with micro-weighting and SEM. Thanks to this oxidation 
law, it is then possible to calculate oxide thickness versus heating 
time, and to infer the domains where thicknesses could induce in-
terference phenomenon. The oxide thickness calculated covered a 
very wide range from 250 nm to 150 µm. XRD characterizations were 
also done on oxidized samples after heating. Presence of TiO2 was 
proven for temperature lower than 900 °C, and alumina beyond. 

In a second time, both spectral directional and integrated direc-
tional emissivity of TA6V alloy are measured between 600 and 
1000 °C. Semi-transparency is seen at low temperatures especially at 
700 °C with strong oscillations. The temperature effect on emissivity 
was particularly significant below 800 °C while heating time have a 
strong influence in the first 20 min. Alumina’s Christiansen point at 
10 µm is also identified at high temperatures. Comparison with lit-
erature has shown a good agreement for a temperature higher than 
700 °C. Discrepancy on emissivity values between sources was the 
main motivation that led us to link emissivity to oxidation kinetics 
rather than temperature or heating time. 

Oxide thicknesses and emissivity values are then correlated. 
Semi-transparency effects are noticed for thicknesses between 
650 nm and 5 µm. Two patterns can be singled out: an oxide mainly 
composed of TiO2 below 900 °C while it is composed of both rutile 
and alumina for temperatures higher or equal to 900 °C. Those 

Fig. 12. Emissivity measured through a spectrometer Bruker Vertex 70 after a heating 
time of 5 h at 1000 °C. 

Fig. 13. Integrated emissivity versus heating time and temperature.  

Fig. 14. integrated emissivity of TA6V compared to literature data.  

Fig. 15. integrated emissivity versus oxide thickness.  



patterns are consistent with XRD measurements. Those results show 
the strong dependence of metallic materials emissivity to their oxide 
layer. Oxide thickness and layer composition have both a strong ef-
fect on emissivity value. Heating time which affects alumina pro-
portion in the oxide layer is then especially important on its optical 
behavior. Knowledge on the oxide layer in addition to temperature 
seems necessary to whom want to select the right emissivity value 
(if in-process measurement are made impossible). 

The characterization device used in this paper enables mea-
surements for a temperature range sufficient to cover several kinds 
of hot forming applications. Spectral measurements can be used for 
temperature measurements (IR pyrometer and thermography) while 
integrated emissivity can be used in heat transfer computation. 
Spectral measurements are also useful to have a better assessment of 
IR radiation/matter interaction in the case of IR heating (dependency 
to radiative sources characteristics). Moreover, the correlation be-
tween oxide thickness and emissivity detailed in this paper offers 
another way to select the good value given that different samples 
lead to different oxidation kinetics and emissivity values. Knowing 
the oxide layer composition and its thickness will then make pos-
sible to select the right emissivity value. This device can extend 
emissivity data for several alloys at high temperature depending on 
different parameters (temperature, heating time, oxide thickness). 

Several possibilities are open to further develop this oxidation/ 
emissivity link field. One of them is to study longer heating time in 
order to have a higher alumina proportion for temperatures lower 
than 900 °C. The influence of a coating like Boron Nitride used as 
lubricant on oxide/emissivity interaction is also a promising pro-
spect. At larger scales, this set-up is able to provide easily different 
kind of thermal cycles that can be close to real industrial thermal 
cycles and to provide a better understanding of radiation heat ex-
change in thermomechanical processes. 
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